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Abstract

Bypass-Simulated moving bed (BP-SMB) chromatography, a process char-

acterized by the possibility of over-purifying either the raffinate or the ex-

tract product followed by blending with the feed, is studied. The BP-SMB

provides additional degrees of freedom; the opportunity to increase produc-

tivity; increased robustness and operational flexibility compared to obtain-

ing reduced purities directly from the SMB. Based on the local-equilibrium

theory analysis, explicit equations to calculate productivity are derived for

systems following a linear isotherm. Specific conditions under which the BP-

SMB provides significant advantages are elucidated. The effect of column

efficiency and feed concentration for systems following non-linear isotherms

are studied using numerical simulations. The production of High-fructose

corn syrup, an industrial application of BP-SMB, is analysed.
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1. Introduction1

Chromatographic processes are often used for separations that result in2

products of very high purities e.g., enantiomer separations [Nicoud, 2015].3

The simulated moving bed chromatography (SMB) process that was origi-4

nally developed for petrochemical separations was later expanded to sugar5

separations and to pharmaceutical purifications [Ruthven and Ching, 1989,6

Rajendran et al., 2009]. The ability of the SMB to produce high-purity7

products, at high-productivity and reduced solvent consumption, with the8

use of low-efficiency columns was one of the primary reasons for its rapid9

acceptance in the industry. In the last 20 years, the technology has matured10

with proven applications in binary and ternary separations [Rajendran, 2013,11

Nicoud, 2014].12

The study of SMB has focussed on designing the process for high-purities13

(excess of 99%). However, there are situations where the SMB is tasked14

with the production of reduced purity products, i.e., purity < 100%. This15

happens in the case of hybrid processes where the SMB performs the bulk16

separation and another process, e.g., crystallization purifies the product fur-17

ther [Nicoud, 2015, Amanullah and Mazzotti, 2006] and in processes where18

lower purity products have commercial value, e.g., the production of high-19

fructose corn syrup (HFCS) [Nicoud, 2015]. In this separation, the outlet20

of an isomerization reactor containing 42% fructose and 58% glucose, is fed21

to a SMB. The feed is resolved into a raffinate stream that has a glucose22
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purity of 90% and an extract with fructose purity of 55%. The extract is23

the product of commercial interest, while the raffinate product is recycled24

to the isomerization reactor. In practice, this separation is operated in an25

interesting manner, where the extract product is over-purified, e.g., up to26

a purity of 90% fructose and is blended with the feed stream that is “by-27

passed” in order to produce the target 55% HFCS product [Nicoud, 2015].28

This configuration, that will be referred to as “Bypass SMB” (BP-SMB),29

provides additional degrees of freedom to produce low purity products by30

over-purifying them with the feed to reach the target-purity. Siitonen et31

al, described a single-column version of this concept (bypass chromatogra-32

phy) and developed explicit design methods for systems that follow linear33

and Langmuir isotherms [Siitonen et al., 2012, 2013]. They also explored34

conditions under which bypass chromatography provides advantages over a35

chromatographic separation that directly provides products that meet the36

target purities. It was shown that the productivity of bypass chromatogra-37

phy was superior to the reduced purity chromatography process under the38

following conditions: when low purities of the two products are required;39

when the feed composition is further from being an equimolar mixture, when40

the total concentration of the feed is low and when the column efficiency is41

high.42

The main goal of this manuscript is to extend the analysis of the bypass-43

chromatography to that of BP-SMB. Explicit design equations are devel-44

oped within the framework of the triangle-theory, for the case of linear45

isotherms [Rajendran et al., 2009, Mazzotti et al., 1997]. Numerical sim-46

ulations are used to validate the design method and extend it to the case of47
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non-linear isotherms. Case studies are performed in order to identify condi-48

tions under which the BP-SMB provides advantage over the classical SMB.49

The case of HFCS manufacture is discussed in detail.50

2. Bypass-SMB: System description and modeling51

2.1. System description52

The system considered in this study is described in Fig. 1. It consists53

of a classical four-section SMB with the provision of using multiple columns54

in each section coupled with a blending section. The feed consists of a bi-55

nary mixture of two species: the strongly adsorbing component “A” and the56

weekly adsorbing component “B” dissolved in a non-adsorbing desorbent.57

The concentration component i in the feed is ci
F. The feed is introduced58

between sections 2 and 3, which perform the separation duty. Sections 1 and59

4 are responsible for regenerating the solid and fluid phases, respectively.60

The desorbent is introduced into section 1 and leaves section 4. In many61

practical situations, the desorbent leaving section 4 is externally regenerated62

to remove the impurities and recycled to section 1. In this work, we restrict63

ourselves to the case of an open-loop configuration, i.e., one in which the des-64

orbent is not recycled. The raffinate product, which consists of the product65

enriched in B, is recovered between sections 3 and 4, while the extract prod-66

uct, which is enriched in A, is recovered between sections 1 and 2. The inlet67

and outlet ports are switched in the direction of the fluid flow to simulate68

the countercurrent movement of the solid and fluid phases. In the current69

case, the purity of the extract and raffinate streams obtained from the SMB,70
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denoted as PuSMB
E and PuSMB

R , respectively are defined as:71

PuSMB
E =

nSMB
A,E

nSMB
A,E + nSMB

B,E

(1)

and72

PuSMB
R =

nSMB
B,R

nSMB
A,R + nSMB

B,R

(2)

In the above equations n represents the number of moles of a particular73

species collected within one switch (the switch time is denoted as t∗).74

The SMB is considered to have identical columns each of length L, volume75

V and void fraction ε. Each section of the SMB has a unique internal flow76

rate Qj, with j = 1...4 representing the different sections of the SMB. The77

internal and external flow rates are related by the following nodal balances:78

Q1 = QD (3)

Q2 = Q1 −QE (4)

Q3 = Q2 +QF (5)

Q4 = Q3 −QR (6)

The difference between a reduced purity SMB (RP-SMB), a process where79

the SMB produces the target products, and a BP-SMB is the flexibility to80

blend the feed with either one, or both, products in order to reach the target81

purities of the process, PutgtE and PutgtR . In the case of RP-SMB, PuSMB
E =82

PutgtE and PuSMB
R = PutgtR , while in the case of BP-SMB PuSMB

E ≥ PutgtE and83

PuSMB
R ≥ PutgtR . The volume of feed bypassed to the extract and raffinate84
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products, denoted as V BP
E and V BP

R , respectively can be be calculated as:85

V BP
E =

PutgtE

(
nSMB
A,E + nSMB

B,E

)
− nSMB

A,E

cAF − PutgtE (cAF + cBF)
(7)

86

V BP
R =

PutgtR

(
nSMB
A,R + nSMB

B,R

)
− nSMB

B,R

cBF − PutgtR (cAF + cBF)
(8)

3. Modelling87

From the above description, it is evident that BP-SMB is nothing but a88

standard SMB coupled with a blending step. In order to numerically simulate89

the operation of a SMB, the following assumptions are made :90

1. There are no radial concentration gradients along the columns.91

2. The system is isothermal.92

3. Fluid velocity is constant in each column.93

4. Column properties are constant and identical throughout the unit.94

5. Local equilibrium is assumed between fluid and solid concentrations.95

6. All mass transfer effects are modelled using the axial dispersion coeffi-96

cient.97

The above set of assumptions result in what is traditionally referred to98

as the 1D equilibrium-dispersive model. The component mass balance is99

provided by :100

DL,i,j
∂2ci
∂z2

− vj
∂ci
∂z

− ∂

∂t

[
ci +

1 − ε

ε
q∗i

]
= 0 (9)

where vj is the interstitial fluid velocity in section j, ε is the column void101

fraction, q∗i is the solid phase loading in equilibrium with the fluid phase con-102
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centration Ci, and DL,i,j is the velocity-dependent axial dispersion coefficient.103

The above equation can be solved using a set of initial conditions and the104

well-known Danckwert’s boundary conditions [Rajendran et al., 2009]. For105

a specific set of operating conditions, the SMB can be simulated by writing106

a component balance for each of the solutes and coupling the mass balances107

with the nodal balances. The SMB process is simulated until cyclic steady108

state is reached and all performance indicators are calculated under this con-109

dition. In this work, Eq. 9 was discretized in the axial direction using a finite110

volume technique, where each column was divided into 50 control volumes.111

The resulting ordinary differential equation was then solved using the inbuilt112

MATLAB solver ode45.113

4. Design of reduced-purity SMBs114

The design of classical SMB can be performed using the well-known115

“triangle-theory” [Rajendran et al., 2009, Mazzotti et al., 1997], which is116

based on the equilibrium theory of chromatography [Rhee et al., 2001, Maz-117

zotti and Rajendran, 2013]. The design is based on the concept of a true-118

moving bed (TMB) together with the application of the SMB-TMB equiva-119

lence relationships. The triangle theory relies on the concept of the dimen-120

sionless flow rate ratios, mj, defined for each section of the SMB:121

mj =
Qjt

∗ − V ε

V (1 − ε)
(10)

For systems that follow a linear isotherm, i.e., when:122

q∗i = Hici (11)
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where Hi is the Henry constant of component i, the necessary conditions123

to ensure complete separation, i.e. PuSMB
E = PuSMB

R = 100%, while satis-124

fying solid and fluid phase regeneration requirements, is given by the set of125

constraints:126

HA ≤ m1 (12)

HB < m2 ≤ HA (13)

HB ≤ m3 ≤ HA (14)

m4 ≤ HB (15)

The constraints on m2 and m3 can be plotted as shown in Fig. 2. In127

this figure, the triangular region RSU represents the space where constraints128

on m2 and m3 are fulfilled. Operating within this triangular region while129

simultaneously satisfying constraints on m1 and m4 guarantees the complete130

separation of the feed into pure extract and raffinate streams. From the131

definition of mj, it can be immediately recognized that the difference m3−m2132

is proportional to the feed flow and hence the vertex of the triangle, i.e., point133

“U”, represents the operating condition that maximizes the productivity.134

Rajendran derived explicit design equations for linear RP-SMB [Rajen-135

dran, 2008]. The regions on the m2 −m3 plane that guarantees a purity of136

PuSMB
E (with PuSMB

E < 100%) and PuSMB
R (with PuSMB

R < 100%) are given137

by the line segments “STP” and “RQP”, respectively. It is worth noting that138

while there is a wide operating range to obtain complete separation, there is139

just one unique location where target reduced purities can be achieved for140

both extract and raffinate, i.e., point P. This situation makes the production141
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of reduced purity products directly from the SMB very challenging. The142

space within with pentagonal region “PQRST” guarantees that the extract143

and raffinate products are at purities greater than PutgtE and PutgtR . This re-144

gion can be easily constructed by calculating two auxiliary Henry constants145

H∗
A and H∗

B defined as:146

H∗
A =

HBcB
F(PutgtR − 1) +HAcA

FPutgtR

cBF(PutgtR − 1) + cAFPutgtR

(16)

147

H∗
B =

HBcB
FPutgtE +HAcA

F(PutgtE − 1)

cBFPutgtE + cAF(PutgtE − 1)
(17)

In this case, the maximum productivity is achieved by operating the SMB148

at point “P”. While the determination of the region of complete separation for149

common non-linear isotherms such as the Langmuir isotherm can be obtained150

in an explicit form [Mazzotti, 2006], the calculation of boundaries for reduced151

purities is so far possible only through numerical simulations [Kaspereit et al.,152

2007, Fütterer, 2010].153

Once the physical dimensions of the SMB are fixed, the design of SMB154

requires the calculation of the four internal flow rates, Qj and the switch time,155

t∗. In order to explicitly calculate these parameters, for the case of complete156

separation, the four design constraints, i.e. Eqs. 12 to 15 along with a fifth157

constraint are used. For the case of reduced purity products Eqs. 12, 15,158

along with the values of m2 and m3 chosen within the region “PQRST” and159

a fifth constraint are used. The fifth constraint in both cases, is usually160

based either on an expression that provides flow rates that corresponds to161

the maximum permissible pressure drop or from the van Deemter curve that162

provides the condition for the flows in order to achieve the optimal column163
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efficiency. In this work, we use the constraint based on the maximum pressure164

drop, which is often referred to as a the minimum switch time design [Katsuo165

and Mazzotti, 2010, Jermann et al., 2012]. Here, t∗ is calculated by:166

t∗ =
φL2

∆Pmax

4∑
j=1

Nj(mj(1 − ε) + ε) (18)

where φ is the permeability and ∆Pmax is the maximum allowable pressure167

drop. Finally, once mj and t∗ are calculated, the external flow rates can be168

determined, using the nodal balances (Eqs. 3 to 6) and the SMB can be169

operated. Productivity, PrSMB, can be calculated as170

PrSMB =
(m3 −m2)

Ntott∗SMB

(cA
F + cB

F) (19)

and the desorbent requirement, DRSMB, can be calculated as171

DRSMB =
1

(cAF + cBF)

(
1 +

m1 + ν

m3 −m2

)
(20)

5. Design of Linear BP-SMB172

For the case of BP-SMB, the user may choose to operate the unit any-173

where within the region PQRST, followed by a bypass stream to achieve the174

target purities. Note that the very fact that the unit can now be operated175

anywhere within the pentagon improves the robustness of the operation mak-176

ing it amenable to handle variations in feed quality, process disturbances, etc.177

Apart from the operational flexibility, the goal in this section is to explore if178

any advantages can be obtained in terms of productivity improvements, and179

if so, what are the specific conditions at which the BP=SMB can potentially180
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outperform the RP-SMB.181

The pentagon can be divided into four regions: Region 1, given by the182

triangle RSU when both extract and raffinate products from the SMB are183

100% pure; Region 2a, given by the triangle QRU where the extract is 100%184

pure and the raffinate purity is PutgtR ≤ PuSMB
R ≤ 100%; Region 3a, given185

by the triangle STU where the raffinate is 100% pure and the extract is186

PutgtE ≤ PuSMB
E ≤ 100%; Region 4, given by the rectangular region PQUT187

where PutgtR ≤ PuSMB
R ≤ 100% and PutgtE ≤ PuSMB

E ≤ 100%.188

For the analysis of the BP-SMB (c.f. Fig. 1), the steps used for calculating189

the productivity can be summarized as follows:190

1. Fix m1 and m4 to satisfy regeneration constraints.191

2. Choose an arbitrary point W (m2,W and m3,W ) within the Pentagonal192

region PQRST in Fig. 2 such that PuSMB
R ≥ PutgtR and PuSMB

E ≥ PutgtE .193

3. Calculate switch time, t∗ based on Eq. 18.194

4. Calculate feed flow rate based on m2,W and m3,W and Eq. 10.195

5. Use component mass balances to calculate nSMB
i,E and nSMB

i,R .196

6. Calculate bypass volumes V BP
E , V BP

R , using Eqs. 7 and 8, respectively.197

7. Calculate productivity using:198

PrBP−SMB =
V (1 − ε)(m3,W −m2,W ) + V BP

E + V BP
R

NtotV (1 − ε)t∗,BP−SMB
(cFA + cFB) (21)

8. Calculate desorbent requirement using:199

DRBP−SMB =
1

(cFA + cFB)

(
1 +

m1V (1 − ε) + V ε

(m3 −m2)V (1 − ε) + V BP
E + V BP

R

)
(22)
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For the case of RP-SMB, the steps required to calculate the productivity200

are the same as those described for BP-SMB, except that the operating201

point must be the one where the purities of the SMB are identical to the202

target purities (i.e., within triangle RSU) and since V BP
R and V BP

E = 0, the203

productivity PrRP−SMB is obtained from Eq. 19.204

Using the procedure mentioned above, the ratio of the productivities205

achieved by the BP-SMB and RP-SMB in each of the three regions can206

be calculated. The seemingly complex forms reduce to surprisingly simple207

equations:208

Region 2a :
PrBP−SMB

PrRP−SMB
=
HA −m2,W

HA −HB

t∗,RP−SMB

t∗,BP−SMB
(23)

209

Region 3a :
PrBP−SMB

PrRP−SMB
=
m3,W −HB

HA −HB

t∗,RP−SMB

t∗,BP−SMB
(24)

210

Region 4 :
PrBP−SMB

PrRP−SMB
=
t∗,RP−SMB

t∗,BP−SMB
(25)

In Eqs. 23 to 25, the ratio of switch times for the RP-SMB and BP-SMB211

play a critical role in determining the ratio of productivities between the two212

processes, hence it is important to understand how they vary. Equation 18213

can be written as214

m3 = −N2

N3

m2 −

[
t∗∆Pmax

φL2ε
−

4∑
j=1

Nj − ν(N1m1 +N4m4)

]
(26)

Once the column configuration, the maximum allowable pressure drop215

and the values of m1 and m4 are fixed, Eq. 26 represents a family of straight216

lines on the m2−m3 plane with a slope of −N2/N3 with t∗ being the varying217
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parameter (see Fig. 3). As one moves from the top-right corner of the m2−m3218

plane to the bottom left, the value of t∗ decreases. Now, let us consider how219

the productivity ratio will vary in each of the three regions identified above.220

Note that the point “P” represents the only possible operating condition of221

the RP-SMB. In Region 2a, by observing that the term
HA−m2,W

HA−HB
approaches222

its maximum value of 1 along the line “QU”, and the point “U” represents223

the point which can be operated at the shortest switch time, it is easy to224

deduce that best productivity is achieved by operating the BP-SMB at point225

U. Note that operating at U does not guarantee a productivity larger than the226

RP-SMB, but is the best operating point within region 2a. Similarly it can227

be shown that point “T” is the best operating condition for both regions 3a228

and 4. Comparing points T and U, we can deduce that T would offer higher229

productivity for a simple reason that the switch time corresponding to T230

will always be shorter than that corresponding to point U. A more detailed231

analysis of where the BP-SMB will offer higher productivities compared to232

the RP-SMB can be obtained based on the nature of Eqs. 23 to 25 and233

Eqn 26. However, from a practical perspective, it would suffice to conclude234

that point T is the point of interest. In other words, the highest productivity235

ratio, for the case of an infinitely efficient column, is obtained when the SMB236

is designed to provide an extract that corresponds to the target purity and237

the raffinate is pure followed by blending the feed with the raffinate to obtain238

the target purity. This observation is consistent with the results obtained for239

single-column bypass chromatography [Siitonen et al., 2012]. Summarizing,240

the maximum ratio of the BP-SMB and RP-SMB productivities, operated241
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at points P and R, respectively, is given by:242

PrBP−SMB,T

PrRP−SMB,P
=
ν(N1HA +N2H

∗
B +N3H

∗
A +N4HB) +

∑4
j=1Nj

ν(N1HA +N2H∗
B +N3HA +N4HB) +

∑4
j=1Nj

(27)

which can be rearranged to yield243

PrBP−SMB,T

PrRP−SMB,P
= 1 +

νN3(H
∗
A −HA)

ν(N1HA +N2H∗
B +N3HA +N4HB) +

∑4
j=1Nj

(28)

The second term on the RHS of the above equation is always positive and244

hence the BP-SMB can always be designed to provide a higher (or at least245

equal) productivity compared to the RP-SMB.246

Finally, using a similar approach, for the case where the the BP-SMB and247

RP-SMB are operated with identical m1, it can be shown that the ratio of248

the desorbent requirements are given by:249

Region 2a :
DRBP−SMB

DRRP−SMB
≥ 1 (29)

250

Region 3a :
DRBP−SMB

DRRP−SMB
≥ 1 (30)

251

Region 4 :
DRBP−SMB

DRRP−SMB
= 1 (31)

These are quite interesting results that show that the BP-SMB does not252

provide any advantage in terms of solvent consumption. This again is fully253

consistent with the observations made for bypass-chromatography [Siitonen254

et al., 2012]. Specifically, the desorbent requirement in region 4, where pro-255

ductivity advantages are seen does not disadvantage the BP-SMB in terms of256

desorbent requirement, while providing the additional possibility to improve257
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productivity.258

5.1. Validation of the linear BP-SMB design259

Prior to proceeding with the analysis of the BP-SMB, it is important to260

confirm that the design equations derived in the previous section are indeed261

correct. In order to demonstrate this we consider the separation of Tröger’s262

base enantiomers on microcrystalline cellulose acetate [Amanullah and Maz-263

zotti, 2006]. As an aside, there is no specific reason to choose this system,264

other than the fact that it has been well characterized and used in our pre-265

vious studies [Siitonen et al., 2012]. The adsorption isotherms of the two266

enantiomers are given by267

(+)TB : q∗A =
6.45cA

1 + 0.39cA + 0.065cA
(32)

(−)TB : q∗B =
2.18cB

1 + 0.39cA + 0.065cA
(33)

where ci is the fluid phase concentration in g/L. Under linear conditions,268

HA = 6.45 and HB = 2.18.269

The specific SMB configuration considered is provided in Table 1. For270

this situation the productivity ratios calculated for target purities of using271

Eqs. 23 to 25 for PutgtR = PutgtE = 75% are shown in Fig. 3 (a). The contours272

clearly indicate that for this case, certain portions of regions 3a (STU) and273

4 (PQUT) where the BP-SMB has a higher productivity compared to RP-274

SMB. Further, the maximum productivity ratio corresponds, as predicted, to275

point T. In order to confirm the analytical solutions, numerical simulations276

were performed using very low values of DL and a large number of finite277
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volumes. The m2 −m3 plane was discretized into hundreds of points (shown278

as dots in Fig. 3 (b)). For each of these points, the minimum switch time was279

calculated using Eq. 18 and the SMB was simulated numerically until cyclic280

steady state was reached. Based on the mass balances, the bypass volumes281

were calculated which yielded the value of productivity. The productivity282

ratios obtained from the numerical simulations (lines) and analytical equa-283

tions (symbols) are superimposed in Fig. 3 (b). The comparison shows the284

excellent match between the two approaches, thus validating the analytical285

expressions. Finally, Fig. 3 (c) shows the ratio of the desorbent requirements286

of the BP-SMB and RP-SMB obtained from the numerical simulations. This287

plot confirms the expectations that, specifically in Region 4, the desorbent288

requirements for both the BP-SMB and RP-SMB are identical.289

5.2. Analysis of Linear BP-SMB under ideal conditions290

Enabled by the derivation of the maximum productivity ratio and con-291

firmation using numerical simulations, it is now possible to analyse condi-292

tions under which the BP-SMB provides advantages over the RP-SMB. From293

Eq. 28, it is quite clear that the a number of factors such as the number of294

columns in each section, the Henry constants, the feed compositions of the295

two components and the expected target purities influence the choice. In the296

following analysis, we consider cases where the number of columns in each297

section of the SMB are identical and that the conditions of m1 = HA and298

m4 = HB are imposed. Note that these two conditions provide the lower lim-299

its for m1 and m4. Increasing these values will diminish the advantage of the300

BP-SMB as it can be clearly inferred from Eq. 28. For the following three301

case studies, the base case considered is the separation of a Tröger’s base302
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racemic mixture with target purities of 75% for both raffinate and extract.303

As the first case study, we explore the effect of the target purities on the304

advantage of a BP-SMB. Figure 4 (a) shows the contours of the productivity305

ratio as function of the extract and raffinate purity operated at point T. The306

figure clearly illustrates the fact that the BP-SMB is naturally preferred only307

when the target extract and raffinate purities are low. It is also interesting to308

see that the target raffinate purity has a higher impact on the productivity309

ratio as compared to the extract purity. For a given extract purity the310

productivity ratio is a strong function of the raffinate purity. However, for311

a given raffinate purity, the productivity ratio only weakly depend on the312

extract purity. In order to illustrate this we consider three unique scenarios313

that are represented by the blue, black and yellow circles in Fig. 4 (a). Since314

the Henry constants are identical for all of the three scenarios, the pentagons315

originate from the diagonal at identical values of HA and HB (c.f. Fig. 4316

(b)). Between the blue and yellow points, note that vertices of P and T,317

the best operating conditions for the RP-SMB and BP-SMB, respectively318

are closer to each other for the yellow circle. As shown in Eq. 25 since319

the productivity ratio is proportional to the ratio of the switch times, we320

obtain lower productivity ratio corresponding to the yellow point. However,321

comparing the blue and black operating points for which the raffinate purities322

are identical, it is worth noting that the relative positions of P and T for the323

corresponding pentagons are nearly identical. This results in nearly identical324

productivity ratios.325

As a second case study, the effect of the Henry constant and selectivity326

is considered. Figure 4 (c) shows the contours of the productivity ratio as327
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a function of HA and the selectivity, α = HA/HB). It is clear from the328

contour plot that the BP-SMB shows an advantage for systems that have329

high values of HA and α. In order to illustrate the reason for the same,330

three different conditions are considered as shown by the circles. For each of331

these cases, the pentagonal region that guarantees the target purities of both332

purity and recovery are shown in Fig. 4 (d). When the HA is held fixed and333

the selectivity is lowered (as shown by the location of the purple circle and334

the corresponding pentagon), the ratio of the switch times corresponding to335

vertices P and T of the respective pentagons are of comparable magnitudes336

but closer in the case of the purple pentagon. This results in a reduction337

of the productivity. Similarly, when the selectivity is held constant and the338

value of HA is reduced (shown by the pink circle and the corresponding339

pentagon), the position of the pentagon moves to lower values of m2 and340

m3. First the region where the purities can be guaranteed shrinks and the341

location of the vertices of P and T are closer to each other. This again results342

in a lower productivity ratio.343

As a final case study, we consider the effect of the feed composition and344

selectivity. First we define the solvent-free mole fraction of lighter component345

as xB = cB/(cA + cB). Hence, when xB > 0.5, the feed is rich in the lighter346

component and richer in the heavier component when xB < 0.5. Figure 4 (e)347

shows the impact of xB and the selectivity on the productivity ratio. It348

can be seen that the BP-SMB is advantageous for systems that are rich in349

the lighter component. In order to illustrate this, the region of acceptable350

separation for three different values of xB are shown in Fig. 4 (f). It can be351

seen that for the case of xB = 0.5, the pentagon is symmetric (along the axis352
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that is orthogonal to the diagonal and passes through the vertex). In the353

case of xB = 0.7, it is interesting that the the pentagon is skewed and the354

vertices P and T are further separated compared to the case where xB = 0.4.355

This clearly results in a larger productivity ratio.356

Summarizing, the advantages of the BP-SMB over a RP-SMB are clearly357

seen under the the following conditions: when the feed is rich in the lighter358

component; the Henry constants of the two components are high; when the359

selectivity of the system is high; and when low extract and raffinate purities360

are desired. As shown, significant advantages can be acquired when all these361

conditions are met.362

5.3. Effect of column efficiency363

The pentagonal region delimited by the design equations seen in Fig. 2364

is a very good starting point when designing a BP-SMB process. However,365

it is important to notice that this separation region is obtained considering366

columns with infinite efficiency. Real columns tend to have lower efficiency367

due to axial dispersion and mass transfer resistances; decreasing the purity368

of both light and heavy products. Hence, it is important to study the effect369

of column efficiency on the BP-SMB performance. Since there are no explicit370

analytical equations to analyse the effect of column efficiency on the perfor-371

mance of a SMB, a numerical approach is adopted. Conservative constraints372

of m1 = 10 and m4 = 0.1 were adopted to ensure that the regeneration373

requirements are conveniently met for a wide range of column efficiencies.374

Then the m2 − m3 plane was discretized into hundreds of points and the375

performance of both the BP-SMB and RP-SMB was calculated for a target376

purity of PutgtR = PutgtE = 75%377
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In order to study the effect of column efficiency, an entire set of sim-378

ulations were performed with the axial dispersion coefficient varying from379

3.01x10−4 to 3.01x10−1 cm2/s. For each case of the axial dispersion coef-380

ficient, a pulse injection on a single column was simulated to calculate the381

number of theoretical plates per column. The results of this study are shown382

in Fig. 5 (a), where the maximum productivity ratios and the corresponding383

product purities (i.e., PuBP−SMB
E and PuBP−SMB

R ) are plotted as a function384

of their respective number of theoretical plates. First, it can be noted that385

the productivity ratio decreases as the column efficiency drops. At very low386

values of column efficiency, the analysis shows that there is no productivity387

advantage to be gained from the BP-SMB. The asymptotic approach of the388

maximum productivity ratio curve to the value obtained for an ideal scenario389

(denoted by the red dashed line and calculated with Eq. 28) is another con-390

firmation of the linear design methodology derived in the previous sections.391

Figure 5 (b) shows the purity of the extract and raffinate from the SMB392

corresponding to the maximum productivity operating points shown in Fig. 5 (a).393

As the column efficiency increases, the values of the PuBP−SMB
E and PuBP−SMB

R394

at which the maximum productivity ratios are attained also approach the ex-395

pected condition seen in the ideal system. The purity PuBP−SMB
R , initially396

close to 95%, drops steadily to the target raffinate purity as the column ef-397

ficiency decreases. On the other hand, the values of PuBP−SMB
E remain close398

to the extract target purity, unaffected by the axial dispersion coefficient.399

In order to illustrate these observations, the cases where the number of400

theoretical plates are 479 and 70.5 are presented in Figs. 5 (c) and (d),401

respectively. By analysing the region of complete separation (represented by402
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the black solid lines with purities of 99%) shrinks significantly as the column403

efficiency drops. However, the pentagon for the reduced purity operations404

(represented by the solid black lines for 75% purity) from both cases are still405

relatively close to the ideal system (denoted by the red dashed lines). The406

most noticeable difference is regarding the contour of 75% raffinate purity407

for the low efficiency column (c.f., Fig. 5 (d) ), where the curve shifts to a408

lower position, decreasing the operational flexibility and maximum attainable409

productivity ratios. The productivity ratio contours are also plotted in Fig. 5410

(b) and 5 (c). From the higher efficiency system, it can be noted that there is411

a region enclosed between the productivity contour of 1.0 and the contour for412

75% purity of extract where the BP-SMB offers improved productivity when413

compared to the RP-SMB (i.e., Prratio > 1.0). For the case where number414

of theoretical plates per column is 70.5, the region is nearly non-existent,415

implying that the operation of BP-SMB is not efficient from the perspective416

of productivity increase. In both scenarios, the red circles represent the m2417

and m3 values from which the highest productivity ratios are attained. It is418

noticeable that in the lower efficiency case the point moves upward, backing419

the results seen in Fig. 5 (a) since it shows that PuBP−SMB
E tends to stay420

constant but PuBP−SMB
R decreases, therefore reducing the productivity ratio.421

6. Non-linear BP-SMB422

In order to analyse the effects of non-linearity in the separation system,423

the same Tröger’s base system is considered but now with the competitive424

Langmuir isotherm. Two scenarios with differing column efficiencies are stud-425

ied and presented in Fig. 6. In both cases, the operating region for reduced426
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purity shrinks and skews toward the bottom left corner on the m2-m3 plane.427

Regarding the operating regions for region of complete separation, it is no-428

ticeable in Fig. 6 (b) that the area shrinks as the efficiency drops, similar429

to what was seen for linear systems. However, the region where the re-430

duced purities are obtained is affected to a lesser effect. Considering the431

region between the productivity ratio contour of 1.0 and the operating lines432

for reduced purities (i.e., solid black lines), we can conclude that there are433

advantages in BP-SMB from a productivity perspective in both scenarios.434

Even though the system with lower efficiency shown in Fig. 6 (b) presents a435

smaller maximum productivity ratio when compared to the higher efficiency436

column, it is still significantly larger than the case presented in Fig. 5 (c).437

The optimal operating conditions, i.e. red circles, showed again the ten-438

dency of higher productivity ratios in regions where PuBP−SMB
E ≈ PutgtE and439

PuBP−SMB
R ≥ PutgtR .440

6.1. Effect of feed concentration441

To study the effects of feed concentration on the current system, paramet-442

ric studies were performed by varying the feed concentration from cFi = 0.1443

to cFi = 4.5 g/L. The maximum productivity ratios achieved in each case are444

plotted as a function of feed concentration in Fig. 7 (a). At low feed concen-445

trations, the productivity ratio first increases; reaches a maximum and finally446

drops with further increase in concentration. To analyse this phenomenon in447

detail, three different case studies were chosen and their respective separation448

regions are plotted in Fig. 7 (b), with the optimal operating condition in each449

case indicated by their respective circles. The blue boundary represents a450

system with cFi = 0.3 g/L and it is noticeable that it resembles the pentagon451
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obtained in linear cases, since the low concentrations reduced the effects of452

non-linearity in the system. The green and black curves represent a system453

with cFi = 1.0 and cFi = 3.0 g/L, respectively. As the feed concentration454

increases, the operating region shrinks and bends toward the bottom left455

region on the m2-m3 plane, going from a symmetric pentagon to the shape456

seen previously for non-linear systems. The initial productivity ratio increase457

seen in Fig. 7 (a) occurs mainly due to the fast decrease of t∗,BP−SMB and458

the steady increase of PuBP−SMB
R (increasing the volume bypassed toward the459

raffinate product) at low cFi . As feed concentration increases and the non-460

linear characteristics dominate, the shape of the operating region drastically461

changes causing the distance between the operating points for BP-SMB and462

RP-SMB to shorten at a faster rate, decreasing the productivity ratio. It463

is worth mentioning that for all case studies analysed the productivity ratio464

was higher than 1.0, showing the advantages of BP-SMB over RP-SMB from465

a productivity perspective.466

7. Production of high-fructose corn syrup467

One of the practical applications of the BP-SMB is in the production468

of high fructose corn syrup (HFCS), a sweetener [Nicoud, 2015]. In terms469

of quantity of the product produced globally, this is one of the largest ap-470

plications of the SMB technology. The production of HFCS involves the471

isomerization reaction of glucose that produces a stream that contains 42%472

fructose and 58% glucose. This stream, called HFCS 42, is fed to a SMB473

unit that is tasked to separate the glucose (light raffinate product) and the474

fructose (heavy extract product). The product fructose that is sold in the475
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market consists of 55% fructose and the rest being glucose. This product is476

called HFCS 55. The raffinate, typically consisting of 90% glucose, is recy-477

cled to the isomerization reactor, while the extract is removed as the product.478

There are two approaches to produce HFCS 55. The first approach, referred479

to as Process α [Nicoud, 2015], is to operate the SMB in such a way that480

the extract product is HFCS 55, i.e. as a RP-SMB. The second approach,481

referred to as Process β, is to operate the SMB so that the extract product482

contains 90% fructose and blend it with HFCS 42 in order to achieve a fi-483

nal product that meets the requirement of HFCS 55, i.e. as a BP-SMB. In484

fact, it is Process β that is used in the industry. Nicoud, using a series of485

heuristic arguments, showed that the productivity of both these approaches486

are almost the same and the reasons why Process β is chosen is based only487

on operational issues [Nicoud, 2015]. The two main reasons he cites are the488

following: 1. Owing to the variation in the feed quality, the incoming feed489

to the SMB is not strictly 42%. By overpurifying the extract, the operator490

retains the flexibility to allow for some variation in the product quality that491

can be tackled easily not by changing the operating conditions of the SMB492

but by changing amount that is blended. 2. Owing to the low retention fac-493

tors of both fructose and glucose, Process α would result in a situation where494

the flow rate in section 2 is very small (nearly zero), while that in section 1495

is quite high. This drastic change in the flow rate during a switch can cause496

physical damage to the stationary phase, which is avoided in Process β. In497

this section, we analyze this separation to verify the empirical arguments.498
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7.1. Linear - equilibrium theory analysis499

Under low concentrations, the equilibrium of fructose and glucose can be500

described by linear isotherms with the Henry constants being H fr = 0.46501

and Hgl = 0.27, respectively, resulting in a selectivity of α = 1.7 [Nicoud,502

2015]. Noticing from the previous discussions, it is rather obvious that the503

Henry constants of this system are low, the selectivity is modest and the504

feed is marginally enriched in the light component. Hence, the advantages505

of a BP-SMB separation over the RP-SMB can be expected to be rather506

modest. The operating points for the Processes α and β, for the case of a507

unit with infinite efficiency are shown in Fig. 8 as Pα and Pβ, respectively. A508

few observations can be immediately made. The region within the pentagon509

where the BP-SMB proves to be better than the RP-SMB for producing510

a raffinate containing 90% glucose and an extract containing 55% fructose511

is very small. The maximum productivity ratio, which can be achieved by512

operating the SMB at point T and bypassing some feed, even under ideal513

conditions, is only 1.006. This indicates that operating a BP-SMB at its514

optimal condition does not offer any advantage even under ideal conditions.515

The productivity ratio corresponding to the point Pβ is ≈ 0.95 indicating516

that the drop in productivity is about 5% compared to Pα. Under ideal517

conditions, it appears that Process α is advantageous compared to Process518

β using the minimum switch time design.519

7.2. Modelling and simulation for non-ideal and non-linear systems520

To extend the analysis of the HFCS-55 production, we now model and521

simulate the unit considering the equilibrium-dispersive model of chromatog-522

raphy. The parameters used are presented in Table 1. To avoid any loss of523
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fructose or glucose in the system, the mi ratios in regions 1 and 4 are set to524

m1 = 1 and m4 = 0.1.525

For a linear system, the isotherm parameters used are the same as the526

ones mentioned in the previous section. On the other hand, the isotherm527

for non-linear systems are described by Eq. 34 and 35 [Nicoud, 2015]. The528

following quadratic equations are fairly non-linear at high concentrations and529

are expressed in g/L.530

qgl
∗ = 0.27cgl + 0.00012cgl

2 + 0.0001cglcfr (34)

531

qfr
∗ = 0.46cfr + 0.00012cfr

2 + 0.00024cfrcgl (35)

The operating regions, productivity ratio contours and operating points532

Pα and Pβ are plotted in Figs. 9 (a) and (b). In both linear and non-533

linear cases, the productivity advantages of BP-SMB are non-existent, as534

seen by the absence of a productivity ratio contour of 1.0 or higher inside535

the operating region (e.g., the commonly used route indicated by Pβ results536

in a productivity ratio close to 96%). Different from what was observed537

earlier, operating the SMB unit at the optimal point T indicated by the538

design methodology (i.e. overpurified raffinate product and extract at target539

purity) also results in productivity ratio < 1.0.540

For the separation of HFCS55, even though the feed is richer in glucose541

(i.e., light product), the added effects of low Henry constants, modest selec-542

tivity and high extract purity requirement (when compared to the raffinate543

product requirement) results in an overall low Productivity ratio, therefore,544

a system where there are no productivity advantages when using BP-SMB.545
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This analysis confirms Nicoud’s observations that the main advantage of546

using a BP-SMB for HFCS production is purely based on operational advan-547

tages rather than any economic benefits.548

8. Conclusions549

A methodology to design and evaluate RP-SMB and BP-SMB based on550

the equilibrium theory analysis was presented. The first key observation is551

the fact that there is one unique operating condition where the SMB can552

be designed to produce purities that are lower than 100%. This inherently553

makes the SMB non-robust for reduced purity requirements. Since the BP-554

SMB allows for overpurification of the products from the SMB while retaining555

the option of bypassing the feed, significantly improves the robustness of the556

process. The second observation, which resulted from a thorough analysis557

is that it is possible to design the BP-SMB to be more productive, without558

increasing the desorbent requirement, compared to the RP-SMB. The results559

showed that high productivities in BP-SMB are attainable when the feed is560

richer in the light component, the Henry constants and selectivity are high561

and when low extract and raffinate purities are desired. Numerical simula-562

tions for both linear and non-linear systems validated the methodology and563

showed the effects of lowering column efficiency on the operating region and564

process performance. Low column efficiencies tend to decrease the maxi-565

mum productivity and productivity ratio attainable. The optimal operating566

conditions are generally obtained when the extract product is close to the567

target purity and the raffinate product is overpurified. The results obtained568

for the HFCS 55 purification from both the equilibrium theory analysis and569
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numerical simulations supported the conclusions reached by Nicoud [Nicoud,570

2015] in which BP-SMB do not provide productivity advantages over RP-571

SMB when purifying fructose; the main advantages are due to the improved572

robustness offered by the BP-SMB.573

9. Notation574

c fluid phase concentration of solute [ g L−1 ]

DL axial dispersion coefficient [ cm2 s−1 ]

H Henry constant

K equilibrium constant in Langmuir isotherm [ L g−1 ]

L length of column [cm]

m dimensionless flow rate ratio

n number of moles

N number of columns

Ntot total number of columns

Pu target product purity [ % ]

Pr productivity [ g g−1 s−1 ]

Prratio productivity ratio between BP-SMB and RP-SMB

∆Pmax maximum allowed pressure drop [ bar ]

Q volumetric flow rate [ cm3 s−1 ]

q∗ solid phase equilibrium concentration of solute [ g L−1 ]

t time [ s ]

t∗ switch time [ s ]

v interstitial velocity [ cm s−1 ]

V volume of column [ cm3 ]
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V BP bypassed volume [ cm3 ]

x molar fraction

z axial coordinate [ cm ]

Subscripts and Superscripts575

D desorbent

E extract

F feed

i component

j SMB section

R raffinate

tgt product target

Greek symbols576

α selectivity

ε column void fraction

ν phase ratio, (1-ε)/ε

φ permeability [ bar s cm−2 ]
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of theoretical plates per column = 70.5656

6 Operating regions for non-linear Tröger’s base separation for657

75% pure extract and raffinate under non-linear conditions658

with (a) number of theoretical plates per column = 479 and659

(b) number of theoretical plates per column= 70.5. The feed is660

a racemic mixture with the concentration of each solute being661

3 g/L.662

7 Effect of feed concentration on the performance of non-linear663
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enantiomers. (a) Maximum productivity ratio as a function of665

total feed concentration. (b) Operating regions for 75%/75%666
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8 Separation region for HFCS-42 under ideal conditions showing668

the operating points of a RP-SMB (Pα) and the BP-SMB (Pβ)669

as operated in the industry. The lower figure shows the zoom670

of the region of interest.671

9 HFCS-42 operating region with different target purities (90%/55%,672

90%/90% and 99%/99% for raffinate and extract target puri-673

ties, respectively). (a) Linear isotherm system. (b) Non-linear674

isotherm system.675
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Parameter Tröger’s base system HFCS system
Column length, L [cm] 10 10
Column diameter, d [cm] 1 1
Column void fraction, ε 0.59 0.59
Column configuration 1-1-1-1 1-1-1-1
Component feed concentration, cFi [g/L] 3 (A and B) 465 (glucose)

335 (fructose)
Axial dispersion coefficient, DL,i,j/v 3.01 x 10−2 1.00 x 10−2

Maximum allowed pressure drop, ∆Pmax [bar] 40 40
Permeability, φ [bar.s/cm2] 0.1 0.1

Table 1: Modelling parameters for the case studies considered.
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Figure 4: Case studies exploring the effect of different parameters on the productivity
ratios. The column of figures on the left represents the contour plots of the productivity
ratio as a function of two variables listed on the axes. The column on the right shows the
separation regions for the operating conditions represented on the contour plot to their
left hand side.
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Figure 5: Effect of column efficiency on the performance of linear BP-SMB for the sepa-
ration of a racemic mixture of Tröger’s base mixture for 75% pure extract and raffinate
under linear equilibrium. (a) Maximum productivity ratio and (b) purity of extract and
raffinate at optimal operating conditions as a function of column efficiency. Separation
region for the cases of (c) number of theoretical plates per column = 479 and (c) number
of theoretical plates per column = 70.5
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Figure 6: Operating regions for non-linear Tröger’s base separation for 75% pure extract
and raffinate under non-linear conditions with (a) number of theoretical plates per column
= 479 and (b) number of theoretical plates per column= 70.5. The feed is a racemic
mixture with the concentration of each solute being 3 g/L.
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Figure 8: Separation region for HFCS-42 under ideal conditions showing the operating
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figure shows the zoom of the region of interest.
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